# Western League Girls Tennis 2016

**ROUND 1**

**Thursday, September 15**
- Cathedral vs La Jolla
- Coronado vs Henry
- Pt Loma vs AOLP

**Tuesday, September 20**
- La Jolla vs Pt Loma
- AOLP vs Coronado
- Henry vs Cathedral

---

**Thursday, September 22**
- AOLP vs La Jolla
- Cathedral vs Coronado
- Henry vs Pt Loma

**Tuesday, September 27**
- La Jolla vs Henry
- Coronado vs Pt Loma
- Cathedral vs AOLP

---

**ROUND 2**

**Thursday, September 29**
- La Jolla vs Coronado
- Henry vs AOLP
- Pt Loma vs Cathedral

**Tuesday, October 4**
- La Jolla vs Cathedral
- Henry vs Coronado
- AOLP vs Pt Loma

---

**Thursday, October 6**
- Pt Loma vs La Jolla
- Coronado vs AOLP
- Cathedral vs Henry

**Tuesday, October 11**
- La Jolla vs AOLP
- Coronado vs Cathedral
- Pt Loma vs Henry

---

**Thursday, October 13**
- Henry vs La Jolla
- Pt Loma vs Coronado
- AOLP vs Cathedral

**Tuesday, October 18**
- Coronado vs La Jolla
- AOLP vs Henry
- Cathedral vs Pt Loma

---

* Rosh Hashanah: Monday-Tuesday, October 3-4, 2016
** Yom Kippur: Tuesday -Wednesday, October 11-12, 2016

Holiday start on first day on sundown and end on last day sundown
Second named team is HOME TEAM

STARTING TIME 3:30 P.M.

LEAGUE PLAYOFF (IF NECESSARY): Wednesday, October 19, 2016
CIF-SD Section Playoffs: Team: Oct 24 - Oct 28; Individual November 7-11, 2016
State Regionals: Nov 15, 18-19, 2016
LEAGUE INDIVIDUALS: Nov 1-4, 2016